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Background Under the auspices of the Brdo-Brijuni Process the 6S Initiative (the Six States Initiative) was launched in 2013 by the Croatian and Slovenian National Security Authorities (NSAs), focusing on encouraging security cooperation and raising the level of information security standards in the region. The Initiative gathers the directors of the NSAs of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia*, Montenegro, and Republic of Serbia, with Republic of Slovenia and Republic of Croatia as mentors. The Office of the National Security of Croatia expressed its readiness to cooperate with RACVIAC - Centre for Security Cooperation as regards the implementation of the 6S EWG activities in a Workshop in a RACVIAC format where the topic of Industrial Security will be covered.

Purpose and Objectives The activity will focus on different issues specific to different economic sectors within the field of industrial security as part of the government sector security policy, such as the defence sector or IT sector. The Workshop will also cover the shared problems of cyberspace and cyber security in the context of the industrial security area. The Croatian NSA will propose participation of certain certified local companies that will give short presentations.

Participation Experts representing National Security Authorities in the industrial security field.

Methodology The activity will focus on internal procedural problems regarding the process of certification of legal entities that’s a NSA/DSA bodies’ responsibility. The representatives, both the 6S and RACVIAC nations, will be offered to participate in the Workshop programme either with their national reports or with lectures on the subject matter that will be provided by their representatives.

The Workshop working language is English.
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* Turkey recognizes the Republic of Macedonia with its constitutional name.